In closing this eighth international cyclotron conference, perhaps the most useful contribution would be to comment on the health and vigor of the field from the perspective of the past, present, and future. The second generation of isochronous cyclotrons, the second wave, so to speak, comprises the machines that came into operation during the past few years, most notably, SIN, TRIUMF, VICKSI, and Indiana. Those cyclotrons are wonderful achievements of our science and technology. Both SIN and TRIUMF are able to run continuously and reliably in the 50-100 pA range; VICKSI and Indiana provide very precise beams for a wide range of particles and energies. All of the new cyclotrons use digital control systems to provide dimensions of operational flexibility and ease of control that were not possible with old-style systems. Transport systems for some of the new facilities are more complex than early cyclotrons, yet are very easy to operate.
in 1959. That was 19 years ago, but most of the cyclotrons described at that and the 1962 and 1963 meetings are still in operation. This week we have heard papers on important improvements to many of those cyclotrons. The most notable example was the report on the improved injection system for the Delft cyclotron, which was the very first isochronous cyclotron for protons and the only one operating at the time of the Sea Island meeting. These improvements are a result of both new knowledge and new requirements for research programs. For example, the growing interest in heavy ion acceleration has required new emphasis on center-region design, ion sources, and vacuum systems. The variety of new applied uses for cyclotrons includes such things as trace element analysis, materials studies, and neutron beam production for radiation therapy. All of this activity on older machines proves that the field is very much alive.
The second generation of isochronous cyclotrons, the second wave, so to speak, comprises the machines that came into operation during the past few years, most notably, SIN, TRIUMF, VICKSI, and Indiana. Those cyclotrons are wonderful achievements of our science and technology. Both SIN and TRIUMF are able to run continuously and reliably in the 50-100 pA range; VICKSI and Indiana provide very precise beams for a wide range of particles and energies. All of the new cyclotrons use digital control systems to provide dimensions of operational flexibility and ease of control that were not possible with old-style systems. Transport systems for some of the new facilities are more complex than early cyclotrons, yet are very easy to operate.
Significant extensions and additions are already being planned for the newer facilities. We learned of the new injector for the SIN cyclotron that will bring its output to over one milliampere to exceed that of its most powerful competitor, the LAMPF linac. The TRIUMF group is seriously planning an 8 GeV cyclotron as a "Kaon Factory."
On the heavy-ion front, a number of new large facilities are being built. GANIL, the French project comprising two K = 400 cyclotrons, is expected to begin operation in 1982; the K = 500 superconducting cyclotrons at Michigan State University and Chalk River, Canada are expected to begin operation in 1979 and 1981, respectively. The studies reported by the Berkeley group on accelerator concepts for medical applications are illustrative of the type of studies that are needed. I hope that the cyclotron community will continue to respond to these needs as it has in the past.
For me, this has been a very exciting conference.
There seems to be no sign of slackening progress. Looking forward to the next meeting, we will hear reports of the first operation of several new cyclotrons and will surely learn of new and ambitious plans for others.
Finally, we should all thank our hosts, the Staff of the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility. The beautifully organized arrangements for the meeting and excellent facilities have made this a very valuable and pleasant week.
(This talk was the Last presentation on the Conference programn.)
